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Awards and Honors

Congratulations to **Linnie Golightly**, who received the Diamond Award for Excellence in Education Leadership, Diversity, Equality, Inclusion, Humanitarian Philanthropic & Community Engagement from the Not Alone Foundation in a ceremony held at the 7th Annual Diamond Awards. (Link)
Awards and Honors

The Division of Infectious Diseases is proud to announce that we have received our continued accreditation from the ACGME for our Fellowship Program.

Thanks to everyone for their hard work, but especially to **Matt Simon**, **Priya Kodiyanplakkal**, and **Ole Vielemeyer** for their leadership!
Конпастация к Shawn Mazur, кто был повышен до Enterprise Lead Pharmacy Manager, Residency Programs and Education. The I.D. Division will hold a reception in his honor on 3/14/23 (see “Important Dates”).
Grants

Congratulations to Timothy Wilkin, who successfully competed for a $3.5 million, five-year grant awarded to WCM and two other organizations by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) to improve screening and preventative treatment of cervical cancer for women living with HIV in low-resource countries. (Link)
Columbia and Weill Cornell Transplant I.D. gathered for intercampus meeting on February 7.

*Left to Right: David Helfgott, Mike Satlin, Priya Kodiyanplakkal, Marcus Pereira, Justin Aaron and Rosemary Soave*
NOTABLE ABSTRACTS

ALINA PANG (CORLEY/NDHLOVU LABS)

#443, HIV TEM-SEQ: TARGETED ENZYMATIC METHYLATION SEQUENCING OF HIV-1 PROVIRUSES

GUIN LEE / ELENA GIORGI

#412, HIV-1 RESISTANCE PROFILES AGAINST BNAB IN INTACT VS DEFECTIVE GENOMES ARE DISTINCT
ADAM WARD (JONES LAB)

#398, CTL RESPONSES ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DECAY OF INTACT PROVIRUSES OR HIV RNA ON ART

TERESA EVERING

#721, POST-ACUTE COVID OUTCOMES: AMUBARVIMAB/ROMLUSEVIMAB VS PLACEBO IN THE ACTIV-2 TRIAL
THOMAS PREMEAUX (NDHLOVU LAB):

#691, SOLUBLE IMMUNOREGULATORY PROTEINS PREDICTIVE FOR COMORBID EVENTS IN PEOPLE WITH HIV

ADEEL BUTT (QATAR):

#729, IMMEDIATE AND CONTRIBUTORY CAUSES OF DEATH IN PATIENTS HOSPITALIZED WITH COVID-19
TALIA MOTA (JONES LAB)

#413, KIR+RA+CD8 T CELLS EXHIBIT ANTIGEN INDEPENDENCE AND CORRELATE WITH HIV RESERVOIR SIZE

MICHAEL CORLEY

#383, PREEXISTING HOST EPIGENETIC STATES ASSOCIATED WITH HIV REBOUND KINETICS.

MICHAEL ALSO CO-MODERATED AN ORAL SESSION ON “NEUROPATHOGENESIS AND NEUROLOGIC COMPLICATIONS OF HIV AND SARS-COV-2” WITH SERENA SPUDICH FROM YALE.
NOEMI LINDEN (JONES LAB)

#451, CTL SELECTION ENRICHES FOR HIV INTEGRATION SITE FEATURES AND EXPANDED CLONES IN VIVO
Trip Gulick was featured in the following:

**BLOOMBERG**: “Covid Therapy Study Revives Debate Over Lack Of US Clearance”.

**NBC - TODAY**: “Drug-Resistant Bacteria That Causes Stomach Bug Symptoms On The Rise, CDC Warns”.


Important Dates

**March 2**
I.D. Faculty Meeting
8:30AM to 9:30AM
(Zoom Link)

**March 14**
Reception for Shawn Mazur
Conference Room (A-450)
5PM to 6PM

**March 22-23**
Antimicrobial Resistance Symposium in Uris Auditorium
Register Here

**March 29**
Dr. Anthony Fauci speaking
at Medical Grand Rounds

**April 6**
Next I.D. Faculty Meeting
8:30AM to 9:30AM
(Zoom Link)

**April 17**
Intercity ID Conference